Summary

Translator: Bonaccioli, Giambattista

Title: Giambattista Bonaccioli manuscript material

Date: 1831

Size: 1 item

Abstract: No biographical information on Italian translator Giambattista Bonaccioli was available as of December 2006. Manuscript book, "L'Addio di Lord Byron" : 1831 : (B'ANA 0496) : translation of Byron's "Fare The Well!".

Access: Restricted access.

Preferred citation: Giambattista Bonaccioli manuscript material : 1 item, Carl H. Pforzheimer Collection of Shelley and His Circle, The New York Public Library

Creator History

No biographical information on Italian translator Giambattista Bonaccioli was available as of December 2006.

Scope and Content Note

Manuscript book, "L'Addio di Lord Byron" : 1831 : (B'ANA 0496) : translation of Byron's "Fare The Well!".
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